
Free Online Game Collection/Site
With a pandemic this past year, kids have been spending more time online than ever before. As
a parent, you want your child to be able to have fun online while still using the internet in a safe,
appropriate way. Not everyone can afford to purchase computer games but still want to be able
to monitor the games that their children are using. At NinjaTurtle we offer hundreds of fun, free
computer games that children of all ages can enjoy.

Typing Games
One of our largest categories of games is typing games. More than ever, we as a society are
being forced to use typing skills more and more. Yes, public schools are technically supposed to
teach typing but if you feel that your child is not learning from the class or just needs extra
assistance to become the best typer that they can be, these games are for you.

One example of a great typing game that we feature on our site is Typing Ninja. This fun online
game is has many levels making it appropriate for a wide range of ages from Kindergarten to
5th grade. In this game, your child will learn to type by helping a ninja fight off a  variety of
monsters. Every word that they type correctly allows their ninja to fight against the monster, and
every word they miss allows the monster to attack them.

Play It Here: Ninja Typing Game | TurtleDiary

Grammar Games
Our second major category of games is grammar games. We all know that rote memorization of
grammar rules is not fun, it just isn’t, but regardless grammar is something that kids need to
practice. Here at TurtleNinja, we offer free computer games that cover just about every grammar
topic ranging from proper punctuation and capitalization to stitching clauses together. Two
awesome games that we feature in the grammar category are Conjunctions Build The Track
and Punctuation Speed Check.

Conjunctions Build The Track will allow your child to learn how to properly connect two
phrases by letting them build train tracks throughout the game’s world. They will be driving a
train and to help the train cross a valley between two mountains they will have to pick the
correct conjunction or ‘bridge.’ If the child picks the wrong bridge the train will crash and they will
be forced to start over. They can continue playing through all the levels of the game until they
fully understand the concepts and reach 100% accuracy.

Play It Here: Conjunctions Build the Track | Conjunction Games | Turtle Diary

https://www.turtlediary.com/game/typing-ninja.html
https://www.turtlediary.com/game/use-conjunction-in-a-sentence.html


Punctuation Speed Check is an online punctuation game that is aimed at children who are in
5th grade. The game starts with your child racing a car. As they are driving the car incomplete
sentences will pop up at the bottom of the screen with several punctuation options to correct the
sentence. If they select the correct punctuation their race car will speed up and if they select the
incorrect punctuation their race car will slow down.

Play It Here: Punctuation Game Online - Turtle Diary

PreK Games
So far we have talked a lot about the games that we offer for older, school-aged children. These
games are great, fun, educational opportunities, but they assume that the child playing them
can read. For the average PreK student, this is an unrealistic expectation. Fortunately, at
TurtleNinja, we offer plenty of awesome, free computer games that are aimed right at PreK
students. We have curated a collection of fun games that are simple enough to keep your child
engaged while also being educational enough that you know your child isn’t wasting their time.

A favorite PreK game located on our site is called The Five Senses. This is a great game for
PreK students as it helps them to solidify the knowledge that they are already acquiring in
school. By playing this game they will learn how to properly identify their five senses and know
when they are used.

Play It Here: Five Senses Games | Biology Game | Turtle Diary

https://www.turtlediary.com/game/identify-correct-punctuation.html
https://www.turtlediary.com/game/the-five-senses-preschool.html

